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Before connecting, ensure that the basket lips are towards inside the basket. Make a “U” shape by 
connecting the long-side basket walls to one of the short-side basket walls using M4*30mm bolt, gasket 
and washer. *Bolts will be screwed in from the outside of the basket. (Reference pictures above)

STEP 2:

STEP 1:
Ensure that all assembly parts are accounted for by removing all zip ties to separate each piece. 
*Mobile basket is heavy. Please ask for assistance lifting this product. (There will be extra bolts not 
used for this basket.)

ASFX Mobile Basket With Hopper 
Instructions
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Flip the basket upright so the wheels are on the floor. Place the bottom basket into the basket. 
(Reference pictures above)

STEP 4:

Finish connecting the remaining short-side basket wall to complete the basket. Install the caster wheels 
at the bottom of the basket. (Reference pictures above)

STEP 3:
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Add the machine stand to the opposite corner of the hopper. All three holes should align to prepare for 
step 9. (Reference picture above)

STEP 6:

Install the hopper leg onto the corner of the basket using a M4*50mm bolt, gasket, washer and nut. 
Add the hopper by aligning the holes on the leg and screw in using a M4*30mm bolt, gasket and 
washer. *Bolts will screw through the hopper side. (Reference pictures above)

STEP 5:
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Attach the ASFX to the machine platform using M3*16mm bolts to the top two and the bottom right 
hole. These bolts will be found in your ASFX Platform box. (Reference picture above)

STEP 8:

Attach the three brackets to the machine platform by aligning the top holes and tighten using the 
M3*16mm bolt, washer, and nut. (Reference pictures for platform holes)

STEP 7:
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Connect the film holder to the platform using the M4*10mm bolts and attach the film rod to the ASFX 
machine by hand-tightening clockwise. These bolts will be located in your ASFX Platform box.

STEP 10:

Place the machine platform onto the machine stand and align the bracket holes with the corresponding 
holes on the basket. Secure the platform by using a M3*40mm bolt, washer, and nut. (Reference 
pictures for platform holes)

STEP 9:
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On the side of the film that is closest to the machine, create a small opening and thread film through 
the feeding tube up to the belts.

STEP 12:

Load film onto film roller with arrows facing towards the machine. Film will go under film align rod and 
in-between double rods.

STEP 11:
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Hit play to start producing air pillows.
STEP 14:

On the machine press the          button and help guide the film to the front of the machine. This will 
ensure that the film is fed properly when the machine begins to produce air pillows.

STEP 13:


